SENATE ACTION (SESSION)

Nominations Advise and Consent:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
Anthony F. Picheca, Jr., of Far Hills.
Dennis R. O’Brien, of Fair Haven.
Teresa A. Kondrup Coyle, of Freehold.
Margaret Goodzeit, of Warren.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE CASINO CONTROL COMMISSION:
Sharon Anne Harrington, of Bradley Beach.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE SOUTH JERSEY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY:
Honorable James J. McCullough, of Egg Harbor Township, to replace Dianne Solomon, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE COUNCIL ON DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES:
Stephanie A. Rosati-Pratico, of Hamilton, to replace Alvin M. Cheslow, Esq., resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE WATERFRONT AND AIRPORT COMMISSION OF NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY:
Michael Murphy, Esq., of Brielle, to replace Jan Gilhooly.

TO BE A WORKERS’ COMPENSATION JUDGE:
Russell Wojtenko, Jr., of Princeton Junction.

TO BE THE ATLANTIC COUNTY PROSECUTOR:
James P. McClain, of Hamilton.

TO BE THE CAMDEN COUNTY PROSECUTOR:
Mary Eva Colalillo, of Haddonfield.

TO BE THE MIDDLESEX COUNTY PROSECUTOR:
Andrew C. Carey, of Monroe Township.

TO BE THE MORRIS COUNTY PROSECUTOR:
Fredric M. Knapp, of Randolph.

TO BE THE SALEM COUNTY PROSECUTOR:
John T. Lenahan, of Pilesgrove.

TO BE THE SUSSEX COUNTY PROSECUTOR:
Francis A. Koch, of Hardyston.

Nominations Corrected Copy:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
Marcella Matos Wilson, of West Caldwell "NOT" Marcella A. Wilson.
Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

SR85  Sweeney,S/Weinberg,L+1  Teenagers abducted in Israel-safe return

Bills Introduced:

S2014  Sarlo,P  St. budget FY2014, suppl. approp.;$33.3B  REF SBA
S2015  Sarlo,P  St. budget FY2014/2015-St$34.1B Fed$15B  REF SBA
S2237  Beck,J/Allen,D  Domestic viol-concerns restraining order  REF SJU
S2238  Lesniak,R  Resid. Mortgage Lending Act-lic. req.  REF SCM
S2239  Van Drew,J  Work First NJ benf.-drug testing  REF SHH
S2241  Kean,T  Trunk fighting-estab as animal cruelty  REF SLP
S2242  Bateman,C  Cosmetology St. Bd.-modify ed. lic. req.  REF SCM
S2243  Kyrillos,J/Sacco,N  Drew's Law-15 mph in or near pub. parks  REF STR
S2244  Holzapel,J  Driv. w/out lic.-enhance penalties  REF SLP
S2245  Barnes,P  Teacher of health-certificate req.  REF SED
S2246  Sarlo,P  Hackensack Meadowlands Trans Planning  REF SBA
S2247  Scutari,N  Emp. parking areas-expand WC coverage  REF SLA
S2248  Whelan,J  Mainland Memoriarm Act-graduated driv lic  REF STR
S2249  Gordon,R/Barnes,P+1  Returning Home NJ initiative-moratorium  REF SBA
S2252  Sweeney,S  Corp. Bus Tax liab-impose 1 yr surcharge  REF SBA
S2263  Sweeney,S  Income tax rate, exceeding $1M-raises  REF SBA
S2264  Beach,J  Urban hope proj.-extends application  REF SBA
S2265  Gordon,R/Sweeney,S  Pension contrib.-St req to pay quarterly  REF SBA
S2266  Sweeney,S  St. tax compliance standards-clarifies  REF SBA
S2269  Gordon,R  PERS TPAF PFRS SPRS-concerns contrib.  REF SBA
SCR121  Doherty,M/Oroho,S  Judicial review, arbitration ruling-elim  REF SJU
SR83  Ruiz,M  Immigrant Heritage Mo.-desig. June 2014  REF SSG
SR84  Beach,J  Family Cord Blood Banking Act-Cong pass  REF SVA

Bills Lost:

S1306/1804 ScaScs (SCS)  Sweeney,S/Green,J+3  Superstorm Sandy Bill of Rights-estab.  CVOR (24-14) (Sweeney)

Bills Passed:

A156  Space,P/McHose,A+12  State's farm to sch prog-post on website  (40-0)
A441  AcsSca (ACS/1R)  Jasey,M/Wilson,G+7  Land bank-mun designate redevelop entities  (27-11)
A578  Mosquera,G/Moriarty,P+40  Mil. Appreciation Mo.-desig May, each yr  (40-0)
A961  Singleton,T/Prieto,V+17  St. debt affordability analysis-concerns  (40-0)
A1153  Ciattarelli,J/Schaer,G+3  Electronic funds transfer-clarifies  (40-0)
A1162  Ciattarelli,J/Schaer,G+2  Bad checks-incl electronic fds transfers  (40-0)
A1423  Barbe,C/M/Prieto,V+6  Notaries public-concerns  (40-0)
A2072  Aa (1R)  Fuentes,A/Diegnan,P+12  External defibrillator-HS graduation req  (39-1)
A2305  DeAngelo,W/Parkin,N+2  Blue roofs, green roofs-DEP adopt rules  (37-3)
A2307  DeAngelo,W/Parkin,N+2  Env. Infrastructure Finan. Prog-ranking  (35-3)
A2641  Sca (1R)  Space,P/Andrzejczak,B+6  Farm to sch, sch garden prog-viol contrib  (40-0)
A2642  Sca (1R)  Andrzejczak,B/Riley,C+9  Farm to Sch prog-allows contrib.  (40-0)
A2643  Space,P/Riley,C+14  Best in NJ "Farm to Sch." Awards Prog.  (40-0)
A2644  AcaSca (2R)  Dancer,R/Andrzejczak,B+12  Sch breakfast prog-website offer produce  (40-0)
A2851  Aca (1R)  Coughlin,C/Parkin,N+3  Candidates-elim. duplicate reports  (36-2)
A3266  McKeon,J/Sumter,S+5  Equip. Loan Prog.-estab.  (40-0)
S151  Sweeney,S/Smith,B+3  Greenhouse Gas Initiative-clarify intent  (24-16)
S539  Sca (1R)  GILL,N+1  Intern Prot. Act-concerns internships  (35-1)
S762  Sca (1R)  Sarlo,P/Beck,J+4  Flood insur.-prop tax levy cap excl incr  (37-0)
S837  Sca w/GR (2R)  Norcross,D/Turner,S+1  Wineries preserv farmland-special events  (40-0)
S1138  Sa (1R)  Codey,R  Solar arrays-install, preserv open space  (24-13)
S1152  Weinberg,L/Vitale,J  Advanced practice nurse-death certificate  (40-0)
S1346  Sa (1R)  Rice,R+1  Mortgage recording-concerns  (39-0)
S1410  Bateman,C+1  MV viol. complaint-prot. time period  (40-0)
S1621  Sweeney,S/Barnes,P+2  Unemp, long-term training-prog priority  (39-0)
S1622  Madden,F/Vitale,J  Drug, late unemp taxes-w/hold St pymts  (39-0)
S1649  Sca (1R)  Turner,S/Allen,D+2  Dam restoration proj.-$21.7M  (40-0)
S1856  Codey,R/Vitale,J+2  Emerg. shelters-post inspection reports  (40-0)
S1870  Sca (1R)  Holzapel,J/Singer,R+8  Cats or dogs purch.-estab. addtl. req.  (39-0)
S1961  ScaSca (2R)  Codey,R+2  Emerg shelters, nursing homes-min. temp.  (40-0)
S2236  Doherty,M/Beach,J  Sergeant William Cahir Mem. Bridge-Rt.22  (39-0)
SJRS2  Sca (1R)  Ruiz,M/Cunningham,S+1  Dominican Pride Day-2nd Saturday in July  (40-0)
Bills Substituted:

A156 Space,P/McHose,A+12 State's farm to sch prog-post on website SUB FOR S1902
A441 AcsSca (ACS/1R) Jasey,M/Wilson,G+7 Land bank-mun designate redevel entities SUB FOR S438 (2R)
A578 Mosquera,G/Moriarty,P+40 Mil. Appreciation Mo.-desig May, each yr SUB FOR S2240
A961 Singleton,T/Prieto,V+17 St. debt affordability analysis-concerns SUB FOR S1739
A1153 Ciattarelli,J/Jacques,A+7 Electronic funds transfer-clarifies SUB FOR S1859
A1162 Ciattarelli,J/Schaer,G+2 Bad checks-incl electronic fds transfers SUB FOR S2038
A1423 Caride,M/Prieto,V+6 Notaries public-concerns SUB FOR S2043
A2072 Aa (1R) Fuentes,A/Diegnan,P+12 External defibrillator-HS graduation req SUB FOR S235 (1R)
A2305 DeAngelo,W/Pinkin,N+2 Blue roofs, green roofs-DEP adopt rules SUB FOR S1416
A2307 DeAngelo,W/Pinkin,N+2 Env. Infrastructure Finan. Prog-ranking SUB FOR S1415
A2641 Sca (1R) Space,P/Andrezejczak,B+6 Farm to sch, sch garden prog-vol contrib SUB FOR S1903 (1R)
A2642 Sca (1R) Andrezejczak,B/Pinkin,C+9 Farm to Sch prog-allows contrib. SUB FOR S1908 (1R)
A2643 Space,P/Pinkin,C+14 Best in NJ "Farm to Sch." Awards Prog. SUB FOR S1907
A2644 AcaSca (2R) Dancer,R/Andrezejczak,B+12 Sch breakfast prog-website offer produce SUB FOR S1964 (1R)
A2851 AcsAcaSca (2R) Coughlin,C/Pinkin,N+3 Candidates-elim. duplicate reports SUB FOR S390/621 (SCS)
A3266 McKeon,J/Sumter,S+5 Equip. Loan Prog.-estab. SUB FOR S2121
S235 Sca (1R) Allen,D/Vitale,J+5 External defibrillator-HS graduation req SUB BY A2072 (1R)
S390/621 ScaSca (2R) Scutari,N/Thompson,S Candidates-elim. duplicate reports SUB BY A2851 (1R)
S438 ScaSa (2R) Ruiz,M+2 Land bank-mun designate redevel entities SUB BY A441 (ACS/1R)
S1415 Smith,B/Bateman,C Environ. Infrastructure Finan. Prog-ranking SUB BY A2307
S1416 Smith,B/Bateman,C Blue roofs, green roofs-DEP adopt rules SUB BY A2305
S1739 Vainieri Huttle,V/Johnson,G+3 St. debt affordability analysis-concerns SUB BY A961
S1859 Bateman,C Electronic funds transfer-clarifies SUB BY A1153
S1902 Barnes,P/Oroho,S+1 State's farm to sch prog-post on website SUB BY A156
S1903 Sca (1R) Barnes,P+2 Farm to sch, sch garden prog-vol contrib SUB BY A2641 (1R)
S1907 Barnes,P/Oroho,S+2 Best in NJ "Farm to Sch." Awards Prog. SUB BY A2643
S1908 Sca (1R) Barnes,P+2 Farm to Sch prog-allows contrib. SUB BY A2642 (1R)
S1964 Sca (1R) Beach,J/Beck,J+1 Sch breakfast prog-website offer produce SUB BY A2642 (2R)
S2038 Bateman,C Bad checks-incl electronic fds transfers SUB BY A1162
S2043 Gill,N/Pennacchio,J+1 Notaries public-concerns SUB BY A1423
S2121 Whelan,J/Oroho,S+1 Equip. Loan Prog.-estab. SUB BY A3266
S2240 Buco,A.R.+6 Mil. Appreciation Mo.-desig May, each yr SUB BY A578

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:

A1080 ScaSa (2R) Vainieri Huttle,V/Jimenez,A+3 Smoking, pub. parks and beaches-proh. (25-0) (Turner)
S307 Sa (1R) Gordon,R/Norcross,D+8 Trans Infrastructure Bank-estab. (28-0) (Gordon)
S1772 ScaSa (2R) Turner,S/Vitale,J+1 Smoking, pub. parks and beaches-proh. (25-0) (Turner)
S2124 ScaSa (2R) Cunningham,S/LeSniak,R+2 Opportunity to Compete Act-estab. (29-0) (Cunningham)

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A373 Caputo,R/Diegnan,P+15 Sch bldg-equip w/emerg light panic alarm REP
A2025 Aa (1R) Greenwald,L/Moriarty,P+6 Prof. svcvs. during emerg.-grant immunity REP
A2684 AcsAaAaAa (ACS/3R) Andrezejczak,B+1 Menhaden Personal Use, Limited Sale Lic. REP
A2795 Johnson,G/Greenwald,L+7 Medicaid coverage, family planning svc. REP
S667 ScaSa (2R) Pou+N+1 Health care svcvs. firms-lic. req. REP/SCA
S784 Sca (1R) Weinberg,L/Greenstein,L+6 Family planning svcvs.,$7.453M REP
S1203 Weinberg,L Medicaid coverage, family planning svc. REP
S1844 Sca (1R) Van Drew,J/Menahan Personal Use, Limited Sale Lic. REP/SCA
S1893 ScaSa (2R) Turner,S/Vitale,J+3 Energy assist.-prov. $21 min. annually REP/SCA
S2014 Sarlo,P St. budget FY2014, suppl. appropri.$33.3B REP
S2015 Sarlo,P St. budget FY2014/2015-St$34.1B Fed$15B REP
S2032 Sca (1R) Codey,R+1 Computer sci course-req pub sch students REP/SCA
S2034 Smith,B/Oroho,S+1 Forest stewardship prog.-St.-owned land REP
S2091 Rice,R/Ruiz,M Sch bldg-equip w/emerg light panic alarm REP
S2158 Sca (1R) Barnes,P/Vitale,J+3 Devel, resid ctrs-concerns transitioning REP/SCA
S2235 Sarlo,P/Oroho,S Gift cards-elim consumer data collection REP
S2246 Sarlo,P Hackensack Meadowlands Trans Planning REP
S2249 Gordon,R/Barnes,P+1 Returning Home NJ initiative-mortorium REP
S2262 Sweeney,S Corp. Bus Tax liab-impose 1 yr surcharge REP
S2263 Sweeney,S Income tax rate, exceeding $1M raises REP
S2264 Sca (1R) Beach,J Urban hope prog.-extends application REP/SCA
S2265 Gordon,R/Sweeney,S Pension contrib-St req to pay quarterly REP
S2268 Sweeney,S St. tax compliance standards-clarifies REP
S2269 Gordon,R PERS TPAF PFRS SPRS-concerns contrib. REP
Bills Referred/SBA:

A1098 Aca (1R)    Vainieri Huttle,V/Eustace,T+4    St resid fac, transition-follow-up req
S671 Sca (1R)    Pou,N/Sarlo,P+2    St resid fac, transition-follow-up req
S2034 Smith,B/Oroho,S+1    Forest stewardship prog.-St.-owned land

Concurrent Resolutions Placed On Desk:

ACR167 Aca (1R)    Mazzeo,V/Eustace,T    Pre-trial detention-amend constlt.

Bills Transferred:

A2025 Aa (1R)    Greenwald,L/Moriarty,P+6    Prof. svcs. during emerg.-grant immunity   FROM SCM TO SBA
S312 Gordon,R/Weinberg,L    NY Freedom of Info. Law-subjects PANYNJ   FROM STR TO SSG
S2232 Turner,S    MV offenders-apply for restrict. use lic   FROM SLP TO SJU

Bills Received from Assembly/Concurrence w/Assembly Amendments/Given Second Reading:

S387 ScaAa (2R)    Scutari,N/Lesniak,R+6    Sch. bd. memb. candidates-petitions
S942 ScsAa (SCS/1R)    Smith,B/Bateman,C+4    Home elevation contractor-prov standards
S1229 SaAcaAa (3R)    Rice,R/Connors,C+15    Vacant prop. in foreclosure-maintain

Bills Received from Assembly/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

A445 Jasey,M/Prieto,V+4    Personal id info.-exempts disclosure
A1477 Aca (1R)    Diegnan,P/Johnson,G+6    Family Collaborative Law Act-estab.
A1907 Burzichelli,J/Bramnick,J+12    Statewide non-resid devel fee-moratorium
A2072 Aa (1R)    Fuentes,A/Diegnan,P+12    External defibrillator-HS graduation req

Bills Received from Assembly/Referred to Committee:

A228 AcaAa (2R)    Gusciora,R/DeAngelo,W+9    Cigar lounges-permits opening   REF SHH
A947 Aca (1R)    Benson,D/Riley,C+6    Mold hazards-estab. procedures   REF SEN
A1110 Acs (ACS)    Vainieri Huttle,V/Eustace,T+19    Devel disab-moratorium on resid transfer   REF SBA
A1294 Aca (1R)    Dancer,R/Space,P+4    Beekeepers-extend Right to Farm Act prot   REF SEG
A1295 Aca (1R)    Dancer,R/Space,P+4    Apiary activities-estab. St. reg. auth.   REF SEG
A1296 Dancer,R/Space,P+4    Bee hive, man-made-penal for destruction   REF SEG
A1348 Aa (1R)    Stender,L/McKeon,J+3    Boil water notice-req via phone or email   REF SCU
A1699 Aca (1R)    Wisniewski,J/Lampitt,P+2    Special learner's exam permit-expand req   REF STR
A1794 O'Donnell,J/Clifton,R    Loc pub & co coll contract-concerns bids   REF SCU
A2180 Aca (1R)    Dancer,R/Andrzejczak,B+1    Bumble Bee-desig NJ St Native Pollinator   REF SEG
A2184 Aa (1R)    Singleton,T/Tucker,C+23    Vet. death certificate-concerns   REF SMV
A2229 Aa (1R)    Wisniewski,J/Diegnan,P    Asphalt work contracts-concerns   REF SCU
A2293 Aa (1R)    Oliver,S/Watson Coleman,B+7    Hurricane Sandy recovery fnds.-oversight   REF SCU
A2316 Aca (1R)    Andrzejczak,B/Giblin,T+5    Checkpoints-prohib limited, cert veh types   REF STR
A2388 Singleton,T/DeAngelo,W+1    Contractors-concerns registration   REF SBA
A2717 Aa (1R)    Vainieri Huttle,V/Jasey,M+6    Devel disab-one-time application for svc   REF SHH
A2795 Johnson,G/Greenwald,L+7    Medicaid coverage, family planning svc.   REF SBA
A2996 Aca (1R)    Lagana,J/Stender,L    Fire hydrants-snow removal req.   REF SCU
A3161 Aa (1R)    Lampitt,P Car seat safety-implement recommendation   REF SLP
A3395 Aca (1R)    Wisniewski,J    Certificate of ownership/salvage-concern   REF STR
A3395 Aca (1R)    Wisniewski,J    Certificate of ownership/salvage-concern   REF STR
A3395 Aca (1R)    Wisniewski,J    Certificate of ownership/salvage-concern   REF STR
A3395 Aca (1R)    Wisniewski,J    Certificate of ownership/salvage-concern   REF STR
A3395 Aca (1R)    Wisniewski,J    Certificate of ownership/salvage-concern   REF STR
A3395 Aca (1R)    Wisniewski,J    Certificate of ownership/salvage-concern   REF STR
AJR20 Jimenez,A/Prieto,V+7    Marrow Donation Awareness Wk-Sept 2nd wk   REF SHH
AJR51 Aca (1R)    Dancer,R/Andrzejczak,B+1    Pollinator Wk.-desig. one wk. each yr.   REF SSG

Co-Sponsors Added:

S52 (Bateman,C)    Prison physicians-acquire cert. training
S151 (Pou,N)    Greenhouse Gas Initiative-clarify intent
S153 (Greenstein,L; Pou,N)    New Jobs for NJ Act
S187 (Beck,J)    Contracts for pub. work-concerns
S235 Sca (1R)    (Greenstein,L; Pou,N)    External defibrillator-HS graduation req
S278 (Holzapfel,J)    Copper-based landline svc.-moratorium
S438 ScaSca (2R)    (Rice,R)    Land bank-mun designate redevelop entities
S539 Scs (SCS)    (Gordon,R)    Intern Prot. Act-concerns internships
S667 ScaSca (2R)    (Bateman,C)    Health care svc. firms-lic. req.
S762 Sca (1R)    (Gordon,R; Greenstein,L)    Flood insur.-prop tax levy cap excl incr
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

S949 (Kean,T) Contractors Regis. Act-revises
S1212 (Van Drew,J) Vet org.-exemp nonprofit corp filing fee
S1410 (Pou,N) MV viol. complaint-prov. time period
S1621 (Beck,J; Gordon,R) Unemp, long-term-training prog priority
S1636 (Bucco,A.R.) Smoking in multiple dwellings-reg.
S1739 (Beck,J; Gordon,R) St. debt affordability analysis-concerns
S1856 (Gordon,R; Greenstein,L) Emerg. shelters-post inspection reports
S1867 Sca (1R) (Weinberg,L) Tobacco products-incr. wholesale tax
S1870 Sca (1R) (Beck; Bucco,A.R.; Gordon,R) Cats or dogs purch.-estab. addl. req.
S1893 ScaSca (2R) (Pou,N) Energy assist.-prov. $21 min. annually
S1890 (Ruiz,M) State’s farm to sch prog-post on website
S1903 Sca (1R) (Beck; Ruiz,M) Farm to sch, sch garden prog-vol contrib
S1907 (Beck; Ruiz,M) Best in NJ “Farm to Sch.” Awards Prog.
S1908 Sca (1R) (Beck; Ruiz,M) Farm to Sch prog-allows contrib.
S1941 (Bucco,A.R.) Raffles-revise exemp. from lic. req.
S1945 (Beck,J) Pub. util. construction work-concerns
S1961 ScaSca (2R) (Gordon,R; Pou,N) Emerg shelters, nursing homes-min. temp.
S1964 Sca (1R) (Ruiz,M) Sch breakfast prog-website offer produce
S2032 (Pou,N) Computer sci course-reg pub sch students
S2033 (Bucco,A.R.) Unemp comp law-revise exemp, mv operator
S2042 (Bucco,A.R.) Special ed. prog.-concerns provision
S2044 (Bucco,A.R.) Realty transfer fee-schedule termination
S2154 (Codey,R; Doherty,M) Ed Reform Review Task Force-creates
S2158 Sca (1R) (Greenstein,L; Pou,N; Ruiz,M) Devel, resid ctrs-concerns transitioning
S2169 Sca (1R) (Gordon,R) Sch. dist. emp.-exemp. reside in St. req.
S2185 (Whelan,J) Ed. subcontracting agreements-concerns
S2198 (Sarlo,P) Devel disab-moratorium on resid transfer
S2217 (Beck,J) Pub. contractors-concerns benf.
S2218 (Beck,J) Contractors Registration Act-revises
S2220 (Bateman,C; Gordon,R; Greenstein,L; Oroho,S; Pou,N; Ruiz,M) Mil. Appreciation Mo.-desig May, each yr
SJR52 Sca (1R) (Pou,N) Dominican Pride Day-2nd Saturday in July
SR47 (Bucco,A.R.) Mil. surviving spouses-end benf. denial
SR65 Sca (1R) (Oroho,S) McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst Base-budgt cuts

Co-Prime Sponsors Added:

S837 Sca w/GR (2R) (Turner,S) Wineries preserv farmland-special events
S1690 (Van Drew,J) Heroin offenses, cert-reduces thresholds
S2034 (Oroho,S) Forest stewardship prog.-St.-owned land
S2043 (Pennacchio,J) Notaries public-concerns
S2158 Sca (1R) (Vitale,J) Devel, resid ctrs-concerns transitioning

Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

A156 (Barnes,P; Oroho,S; Ruiz,M) State’s farm to sch prog-post on website
A441 AcsSca (ACS/1R) (Ruiz,M; Stack,B; Rice,R) Land bank-mun designate redevel entities
A578 (Bucco,A.R.; Bateman,C; Gordon,R; Greenstein,L; Oroho,S; Pou,N; Ruiz,M) Mil. Appreciation Mo.-desig May, each yr
A961 (Van Drew,J; Bucco,A.R.; Oroho,S; Beck,J; Gordon,R) St. debt affordability analysis-concerns
A1153 (Bateman,C) Electronic funds transfer-clarifies
A1162 (Bateman,C) Bad checks-incl electronic fds transfers
A1423 (Gill,N; Pennacchio,J; Scutari,N) Notaries public-concerns
A2072 Aa (1R) (Allen,D; Vitale,J; Madden,F; Lesniak,R; Ruiz,M; Greenstein,L; Pou,N) External defibrillator-HS graduation req
A2305 (Smith,B; Bateman,C) Blue roofs, green roofs-DEP adopt rules
A2307 (Smith,B; Bateman,C) Env. Infrastructure Finan. Prog-ranking
A2641 Sca (1R) (Barnes,P; Beck,J; Ruiz,M) Farm to sch, sch garden prog-vol contrib
A2642 Sca (1R) (Barnes,P; Oroho,S; Beck,J; Ruiz,M) Farm to Sch prog-allow contrib
A2643 (Barnes,P; Oroho,S; Beck,J; Ruiz,M) Best in NJ “Farm to Sch.” Awards Prog.
A2644 AcaSca (2R) (Beach,J; Beck,J; Ruiz,M) Sch breakfast prog-website offer produce
A2851 Aca (1R) (Scutari,N; Thompson,S) Candidates-elim. duplicate reports
A3266 (Whelan,J; Oroho,S; Kyrillos,J) Equip. Loan Prog.-estab.

Note to the 06/9/2014 Digest:

Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

S2154 Van Drew,J Ed Reform Review Task Force-creates SWR 2RS *NOT* REF SED
Note to the 06/19/2014 Digest:

**Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bill</th>
<th>Sponsor(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR82</td>
<td>Rice,R</td>
<td>Unions, non-instr staff-resolve contract</td>
<td>SWR 2RS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Senate has not adjourned. The Senate will meet on Thursday, June 26, 2014 (SESSION, Committees at the Call of the Senate President).

**ASSEMBLY ACTION (SESSION)**

**Bills Introduced:**

- **A3425** Mosquera,G  UI benf, cert. claimants-concerns  REF ALA
- **A3426** Mosquera,G/Stender,L  Sch. surveillance equip.-concerns access  REF AED
- **A3427** Casagrande,C/Vainieri Huttle,V  Disabled, cert.-auth. free fishing lic.  REF AAN
- **A3428** Kean,S/Handlin,A  Drew's Law-15 mph near cert. pub. parks  REF ATR
- **A3429** DeAngelo,W  Combat Action Badge-auth. lic. plate  REF AMV
- **A3430** Riley,C  statewide intersch. sports prog-concerns  REF AED
- **A3431** Jimenez,A/Mainor,C  Pub safety emp-proh home address release  REF AJU
- **A3432** Coughlin,C/Schaer,G  Voter regis. updates-driv. lic. renewal  REF AJU
- **A3433** Oliver,S/Wilson,G+1  Prisoner re-entry emp. set-aside prog.  REF ALA
- **A3434** Garcia,C/Jimenez,A  Eye exam, cert. students-bd of ed conduct  REF AED
- **A3435** Garcia,C/Mukherji,R  Boys & Girls Clubs Keystone Law  REF AWC
- **A3436** Garcia,C/Eustace,T  Natl disaster damage-equip, bus tax cred  REF AEN
- **A3437** Andrzejczak,B/Lagana,J+2  Pregnant women-use cds, 4th degree crime  REF AWC
- **A3438** Stender,L  Med. marijuana use-concerns emp. prot.  REF AHE
- **A3439** Fuentes,A/Diegnan,P+9  Income tax cred.-pub sch. org. contrib.  REF AED
- **A3440** Riley,C/Diegnan,P  Computer sci course-req pub sch students  REF AED
- **A3441** Jimenez,A/Prieto,V  MV records-verify student enrollment  REF AED
- **A3442** Mazzeo,V/Andrzejczak,B+1  Student loans, cert.-forgive  REF AHI
- **A3443** Mazzeo,V/Burzichelli,J+1  Athletic event official-background ck.  REF AED
- **A3444** McKeon,J  Fiduciaries-clarify removal procedures  REF AJU
- **A3445** Angelini,M/Vainieri Huttle,V+1  Psych.-allows income tax deductions  REF AAP
- **A3446** Johnson,G/Greenwald,L  MV franchisors incentives-clarifies  REF ACO
- **A3447** Gusciora,R  Optical scan voting sys-req by 6/7/2016  REF AJU
- **A3459** Singleton,T  Urban hope proj.-extends application  REF ABU
- **A3482** Schaer,G  St. budget FY2014/2015-St$34.1B Fed$15B  REF ABU
- **A3483** Schaer,G  St. budget FY2014, suppl. approp.;$33.3B  REF ABU
- **A3484** Burzichelli,J  Corp. Bus Tax liaq-impose 1 yr surcharge  REF ABU
- **A3485** Prieto,V/Greenwald,L  Income tax rate, exceeding $1M-raises  REF ABU
- **A3486** Johnson,G  St. tax compliance standards-clarifies  REF ABO
- **A3487** Cryan,J/Wimberly,B  Pension contrib.-St req to pay quarterly  REF ABU

**Motions:**

- **A1110** Vainieri Huttle,V/Eustace,T+19  Devel disab-moratorium on resid transfer  To Aa (Auth)
- **A1110** Vainieri Huttle,V/Eustace,T+19  Devel disab-moratorium on resid transfer  To Table (Watson Coleman) (47-30-0)
- **A1907** Burzichelli,J/Bramnick,J+12  Statewide non-resid delev fee-moratorium  To Aa (Carroll)
- **A1907** Burzichelli,J/Bramnick,J+12  Statewide non-resid delev fee-moratorium  To Table (Watson Coleman) (47-30-0)

**Bills Passed:**

- **A228** Gusciora,R/DeAngelo,W+9  Cigar lounges-permits opening  (66-5-6)
- **A445** Jasey,M/Prieto,V+4  Personal id info.-exempts disclosure  (78-0-0)
- **A947** Singleton,T/Lagana,J+4  Loc. Pub. Contracts Law-req. bid release  (59-16-3)
- **A1100** Benson,D/Riley,C+6  Mold hazards-estab. procedures  (60-15-2)
- **A1110** Vainieri Huttle,V/Eustace,T+19  Devel disab-moratorium on resid transfer  To Table (Watson Coleman) (47-30-0)
- **A1294** Dancer,R/Space,P+4  Beekeepers-extend Right to Farm Act prot  (78-0-0)
- **A1295** Dancer,R/Space,P+4  Apiary activities-estab. St. reg. auth.  (78-0-0)
- **A1296** Dancer,R/Space,P+4  Bee hive, man-made-penal for destruction  (78-0-0)
Bills Passed: (cont’d)

A1314 Sca (1R) Ouijano,A/Vainieri Huttle,V+15 Libraries-vol. income tax contrib. (78-9-0)
A1348 Aa (1R) Stenende,L/McKeon,J+3 Oil water notice-req via phone or email (74-1-2)
A1477 Aca (1R) Diegnan,P/Johnson,G+6 Family Collaborative Law Act-estab. (78-6-0)
A1699 Aca (1R) Wisnieski,J/Lampitt,P+2 Special learner's exam permit-expand req (56-19-3)
A1794 O'Donnell,J/Clifton,R Local pub & co coll contract-concerns bids (78-0-0)
A1907 Burzichelli,J/Bramnick,J+12 Statewide non-resid devel fee-moratorium (78-0-0)
A2072 Aa (1R) Fuentes,A/Diegnan,P+12 External defibrillator HS graduation req (77-0-1)
A2180 Aca (1R) Dancer,R/Andrzejczak,B+1 Bumble Bee-desig NJ ST Native Pollinator (78-6-0)
A2184 Aa (1R) Singleton,T/Tucker,C+3 Vet. death certificate-concerns (78-0-0)
A2229 Aa (1R) Wisniewski,J/Diegnan,P Asp/Work contracts-concerns (77-1-0)
A2293 Aa (1R) Oliver,S/Watson Coleman,B+7 Hurricane Sandy recovery fds.-oversight (78-0-0)
A2316 Aca (1R) Andrzejczak,B/Gilbin,T+5 Checkpoints-prohib limited, cert veh types (78-0-0)
A2364 Sca (1R) Wolfe,D/Lampitt,P+5 NJ Stars-concerns elig. (78-0-0)
A2388 Singleton,T/DeAngelo,W+1 Contractors-concerns registration (60-17-1)
A2717 Aa (1R) Vainieri Huttle,V/Jasey,M+6 Devol disab-one-time application for svc (78-0-0)
A2795 Johnson,G/Vainieri Huttle,L+7 Medicaid coverage, family planning svc. (48-29-0)
A2996 Aca (1R) Lagana,J/Blanco,L+1 Fire hydrants-snow removal req. (77-0-0)
A3161 Aa (1R) Lampitt,P Car seat safety-implment recommendation (78-0-0)
A3395 Aca (1R) Wisniewski,J Certificate of ownership/salvage-concern (78-0-0)
AJR51 Aca (1R) Dancer,R/Andrzejczak,B+1 Pollinator Wk.-desig one wk. each yr. (78-0-0)
A2708 Aca (1R) Fuentes,A/Johnson,G+7 Social Impact Act-estab. (78-0-0)
A2771 Aca (1R) Fuentes,A/Benson,D+6 Devol disab-one-time application for svc (78-0-0)
A2996 Aca (1R) Lagana,J/Blanco,L+1 Fire hydrants-snow removal req. (77-0-0)
A3161 Aa (1R) Lampitt,P Car seat safety-implment recommendation (78-0-0)
AJR51 Aca (1R) Dancer,R/Andrzejczak,B+1 Pollinator Wk.-desig one wk. each yr. (78-0-0)
A1483 Aa (1R) DeAngelo,W/Benson,D+1 Mun traffic calming measures-implment (DeAngelo)
A1504 Aa (1R) DeAngelo,W/Blanco,L+1 Mun traffic calming measures-implment (Blanco)
A1794 Aa (1R) McKeon,J/Schaer,G Resid. Mortgage Lending Act-lic. req. (Greenwald)
A2207 AcaAaAa (2R) Vainieri Huttle,V/Lagana,J+2 Health care svc. firms-homecare (Vainieri Huttle)
A2270 AcaAaAa (3R) Burzichelli,J/Eustace,T+4 Aid in Dying for the Terminally Ill Act (Greenwald)
A2683 Aa (1R) Maier,C/Sumter,S Review Resid. Community Release Prog. (Maier)
A3213 AcaCAaAa (3R) Economic Opportunity Act of 2014, Part 3 (Greenwald)
A3272 Aa (1R) Chivukula,U/McKeon,J+2 Gas suppliers-written contract req. (Greenwald)
A3338 AcaAa (2R) Prieto,V/Diegnan,P+8 Dual enrollment prog.-concerns (Greenwald)

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:

A410 AcaAa (2R) Bucco,A.M./Bramnick,J+4 Patrolman Joseph Wargo's Law (Greenwald)
A1483 Aa (1R) DeAngelo,W/Benson,D+1 Mun traffic calming measures-implment (DeAngelo)
A1504 Aa (1R) DeAngelo,W/Blanco,L+1 Mun traffic calming measures-implment (Blanco)
A1794 Aa (1R) McKeon,J/Schaer,G Resid. Mortgage Lending Act-lic. req. (Greenwald)
A2207 AcaAaAa (2R) Vainieri Huttle,V/Lagana,J+2 Health care svc. firms-homecare (Vainieri Huttle)
A2270 AcaAaAa (3R) Burzichelli,J/Eustace,T+4 Aid in Dying for the Terminally Ill Act (Greenwald)
A2683 Aa (1R) Maier,C/Sumter,S Review Resid. Community Release Prog. (Maier)
A3213 AcaCAaAa (3R) Economic Opportunity Act of 2014, Part 3 (Greenwald)
A3272 Aa (1R) Chivukula,U/McKeon,J+2 Gas suppliers-written contract req. (Greenwald)
A3338 AcaAa (2R) Prieto,V/Diegnan,P+8 Dual enrollment prog.-concerns (Greenwald)

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A470 AcaAca (2R) Green,J-Vainieri Huttle,V-100 Resid. Foreclosure Transformation Act REP/ACA
A1275 Acs (ACS) Dancer,R/Conaway,H+1 Prescribed burn-auth. cert. circumstances REP
A1368 AcsAca (ACS/1R) Stender,L/Caputo,R+3 DUI vio., cert.-revise penal. REP/ACA
A1586 Spencer,L Grease recycling industry-concerns req. REP
A1603 Spencer,L/Benson,D+4 Paint producers-stewardship prog. req. REP
A1808 AcaAca (2R) Wilson,G/Oliver,S+2 Devel subsidy grant-uptoth term or repay REP/ACA
A1910 AcaAca (2R) Burzichelli,J/Watson Coleman,B Bail-estab. non-monetary alternatives REP/ACA
A1999 Acs (ACS) Watson Coleman,B/Green,J+6 The Opportunity to Compete Act REP/ACS
A2108 Aca (1R) Gusciora,R/Lagana,J+25 Drilling techniques, cert.-concerns REP/ACA
A2207 AcaAa (2R) Vainieri Huttle,V/Lagana,J+2 Health care svc. firms-lic. req. REP/ACA
A2268 Aca (1R) Wisniewski,J/Lagana,J+2 Trans Infrastructure Bank-estab. REP/ACA
A2576 Aca (1R) Mukherji,R/Driver,H+3 Parkinson's Disease Pub. Awareness Act REP/ACA
A2708 Aca (1R) Mazzeo,V Atlantic City bars, cert.-noise control REP/ACA
A2771 Aca (1R) Fuentes,A/Jasey,M+7 Social Impact Act-estab. (Greenwald)
Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading: (cont’d)

A2956 AcaAca (2R) Mosquera,G/Prieto,V+3 Energy assist.-prov. $21 min. annually REP/ACA
A3058 Aca (1R) McKeeon,J/McHose,A+3 Highlands Region-acquisition of lands REP
A3213 AcaAca (3R) Greenwald,L Economic Opportunity Act of 2014, Part 3 REP/ACA
A3310 Wimberly,B/Cryan,J PERS TPAF PRS-SPRS-concerns contrib. REP
A3337 Prieto,V/Jimenez,A+5 Co. Voc. Sch Dist Partnership Grant Prog REP
A3340 Aca (1R) Prieto,V/Jasey,M+4 Co. voc. sch enrollment incr-addl St aid REP/ACA
A3341 Aca (1R) Prieto,V/Diegnan,P+5 Adult ed. programs-St. aid REP/ACA
A3375 Mukherji,R/Oliver,S+3 Sergeant William Cahir Mem. Bridge-Rt.22 REP
A3410 Fuentes,A/Wilson,G Mun Rehab/Econ Recovery Act-extend term REP
A3421 Aca (1R) Dancer,R/Mukherji,R+1 Self-Fd Multi Emp Welfare Reg Act-revise REP/ACA
A3459 Aca (1R) Singleton,T Urban hope proj.-extends application REP/ACA
A3482 Schaefer,G St. budget FY2014/2015-St$34.1B Fed$15B REP
A3483 Schaefer,G St. budget FY2014, suppl. approp.;$33.3B REP
A3484 Burzichelli,J Corp. Bus Tax liab-impose 1 yr surcharge REP
A3485 Prieto,V/Greenwald,L Income tax rate, exceeding $1M-raises REP
A3486 Johnson,G St. tax compliance standards-clarifies REP
A3487 Cryan,J/Wimberly,B Pension contrib.-St req to pay quarterly REP
ACR159 Aca (1R) Wimberly,B/Mainor,C+13 Econ Justice, Equal Emp Opportunity REP/ACA
ACR167 Aca (1R) Mazzeo,V/Eustace,T Pre-trial detention-amend constitu. REP/ACA
AR137 Giblin,T/Tucker,C+1 Unions, non-instr staff-resolve contract REP
S1041 Sca (1R) Gordon,R/Bateman,C+17 Drilling techniques, cert.-concerns REP
S1498 Aca (1R) Lesniak,R/Whelan,J Atlantic City bars, cert.-noise control REP/ACA

Bills Transferred:

A1999 Acs (ACS) Watson Coleman,B/Green,J+6 The Opportunity to Compete Act FROM ALA TO ABU
A2207 AcaAa (2R) Vainieri Huttle,V/Lagana,J+2 Health care svc. firms-lic. req. FROM AHE TO AAP
A2708 Aca (1R) Mazzeo,V Atlantic City bars, cert.-noise control FROM ATG TO AAP
A3059 Acs (ACS) Egan,J/Rible,D+13 Pub. contracts-req. use of US made goods FROM AAP TO ABU
A3310 Wimberly,B/Cryan,J PERS TPAF PRS-SPRS-concerns contrib. FROM ASL TO AAP
A3375 Mukherji,R/Oliver,S+3 Sergeant William Cahir Mem. Bridge-Rt.22 FROM ATR TO AAP
A3410 Fuentes,A/Wilson,G Mun Rehab/Econ Recovery Act-extend term FROM ASL TO AAP
A3421 Aca (1R) Dancer,R/Mukherji,R+1 Self-Fd Multi Emp Welfare Reg Act-revise FROM AFI TO AAP
A3423 Burzichelli,J Hosp. transactions, cert.-concerns FROM AFI TO AJU
ACR159 Aca (1R) Wimberly,B/Mainor,C+13 Econ Justice, Equal Emp Opportunity FROM ALA TO AAP
ACR167 Aca (1R) Mazzeo,V/Eustace,T Pre-trial detention-amend constitu. FROM AJU TO AAP
AR137 Giblin,T/Tucker,C+1 Unions, non-instr staff-resolve contract FROM AED TO AAP
S1498 Aca (1R) Lesniak,R/Whelan,J Atlantic City bars, cert.-noise control FROM ATR TO AAP

Concurrent Resolutions Placed On Desk:

ACR167 Aca (1R) Mazzeo,V/Eustace,T Pre-trial detention-amend constitu.

Bills Received from Senate/Concurrence w/Governor's Recommendation/Given Second Reading:

S837 Sca w/GR (2R) Norcross,D/Turner,S+1 Wineries preserv farmland-special events

Bills Received from Senate/Concurrence w/Senate Amendments/Given Second Reading:

A441 AcsSca (ACS/1R) Jasey,M/Wilson,G+7 Land bank-mun designate redevelop entities
A2641 Sca (1R) Space,P/Andrzejczak,B+6 Farm to sch, sch garden prog-vol contrib
A2642 Sca (1R) Andrzejczak,B/Riley,C+9 Farm to Sch prog-allows contrib.
A2644 AcsAca (2R) Dancer,R/Andrzejczak,B+12 Sch breakfast prog-website offer produce

Bills Received from Senate/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

S762 Sca (1R) Sarlo,P/Beck,J+4 Flood insur.-prop tax levy cap excl incr
S2236 Doherty,M/Beach,J Sergeant William Cahir Mem. Bridge-Rt.22
SJR52 Sca (1R) Ruiz,M/Cunningham,S+1 Dominican Pride Day-2nd Saturday in July

Bills Received from Senate/Referred to Committee:

S151 Sweeney,S/Smith,B+3 Greenhouse Gas Initiative-clarify intent REF AEN
S153 Sweeney,S/Gordon,R+6 New Jobs for NJ Act REF ACE
S539 Scs (SCS) Gill,N+1 Intern Prot. Act-concerns internships REF ALA
S1138 Sa (1R) Codey,R Solar arrays-install, preserv open space REF AEN
Bills Received from Senate/Referred to Committee: (cont’d)

S1152 Webernberg,L/Vitale,J Advanced practice nuse-death certificate REF AHE
S1346 Sa (1R) Rice,R+1 Mortgage recording-concerns REF AFI
S1410 Bateman,C+1 MV viol. complaint-prov. time period REF ATR
S1621 Sweeney,S/Barnes,P+2 Unemp. long-term-training prog priority REF AFA
S1622 Madden,F/Vitale,J Vendor, late unemp taxes-w/hold St pymts REF AFA
S1649 Sca (1R) Turner,S/Allen,D+2 Dam restoration proj.,$21.7M REF AEN
S1856 Codey,R/Vitale,J+2 Emerg. shelters-post inspection reports REF AHE
S1870 Sca (1R) Holzapfel,J/Singer,R+8 Cats or dogs purch.-estab. addl. req. REF AAN
S1961 Sca(Sca)2 (2R) Codey,R+2 Emerg shelters, nursing homes-min. temp. REF AHE

Co-Sponsors Added:

A228 AcaAa (2R) (Caride,M; Tucker,C) Cigar lounges-permits opening
A229 (Angelini,M) Blood and urine testing-expand statute
A232 (Spencer,L; Schepisi,H; Riley,C) Short sale buyers-estab. process
A239 (Fiocchi,S) Prof. fees-exempt. cert. types mil. svc.
A445 (Pinkin,N; Diegnan,P) Personal id info.-exempts disclosure
A512 (McHose,A; Space,P) Transfer inheritance tax-phases out
A631 (Andrzejczak,B) Vet-hiring preference, non-civil svc mun
A793 (Andrzejczak,B) Disab. vet.-concerns prop. tax exemp.
A900 (Rumana,S) Stream cleaning-concerns
A1007 Aca (1R) (Eustace,T) Mold hazards-estab. procedures
A1037 (Wimberly,B) Students w/disab. case managers-concerns
A1041 (Handlin,A) Holocaust reparations pymts.-concerns
A1110 Acs (ACS) (Diegnan,P; Stender,L; Riley,C; Guisciora,R; Wolfe,D; Handlin,A; Jasey,M; Andrzejczak,B; O’Donnell,J; Coughlin,C; Spencer,L; McKeon,J; DeAngelo,W) Devel disab-moratorium on resid transfer
A1257 AcaAa (2R) (Pinkin,N; Lampitt,P) Vacant prop. in forclosure-maintain
A1281 (Rumana,S; Casagrande,C) Transfer inheritance tax-elim.
A1294 Aca (1R) (Gusciora,R) Beekeepers-extend Right to Farm Act prot
A1295 Aca (1R) (Gusciora,R) Apairy activities-estab. St. reg. auth.
A1296 (Gusciora,R) Bee hive, man-made-penal for destruction
A1312 (Andrzejczak,B) Combat pay-excl. from gross income tax
A1314 Sca (1R) (Eustace,T; Wimberly,B) Libraries-vol. income tax contrib.
A1363 AcaAa (2R) (Kean,S; Jasey,M) Sch. bd. memb. candidates-concerns
A1368 AcsAca (ACS/1R) (Spencer,L) DUI viol., cert.-revise penal.
A1477 Aca (1R) (Lampitt,P; Jasey,M) Family Collaborative Law Act-estab.
A1510 (Fiocchi,S) Vet-hiring preference w/St. police
A1698 (McKeon,J; Garcia,C) New Home Fire Safety Act
A1808 AcaAa (2R) (Spencer,L) Devel subsidy grant-uptock term or repay
A1885 (McKeon,J) Sr., disab. prop tax deduct-elg-concern
A1907 (Lagana,J; Johnson,G; Rible,D; Casagranda,C; Fiocchi,S; Eustace,T) Statewide non-resid depriv fee-moratorium
A1912 (Angelini,M) Physicians, new-income tax deduct.
A2072 Aa (1R) (Jasey,M) External defibrillator-HS graduation req
A2108 Aca (1R) (Jimenez,A; Riley,C) Drilling techniques, cert.-concerns
A2180 Aca (1R) (Chivukula,U) Bumble Bee-desig NJ ST Native Pollinator
A2184 Aa (1R) (Rumana,S; Chivukula,U; Fiocchi,S; McHose,A; Space,P; Pinkin,N) Vet. death certificate-concerns
A2207 AcaAa (2R) (Spencer,L) Health care svc. firms-lic. req.
A2268 Aca (1R) (Spencer,L) Trans Infrastructure Bank-estab.
A2293 Aa (1R) (Jimenez,A; Pinkin,N; Caride,M; Jasey,M; Chiukula,U; Eustace,T) Hurricane Sandy recovery fds.-oversight
A2316 Aca (1R) (Benson,D) Checkpoints-proh limited, cert veh types
A2353 (O'Scanlon,D; Spencer,L; Tucker,C; Rible,D) MV organ donor designation-concerns
A2388 (Coughlin,C) Contractors-concerns registration
A2459 Aca (1R) (Dancer,R) Copper-based landline svc.-moratorium
A2576 Aca (1R) (McKeon,J; McHose,A) Parkinson’s Disease Pub. Awareness Act
A2717 Aa (1R) (Pinkin,N; Diegnan,P; Chivukula,U; Coughlin,C) Devel disab-one-time application for svc
A2771 Aca (1R) (Spencer,L) Social Impact Act-estab. pilot prog.
A2795 (Jasey,M; Lampitt,P; Tucker,C; Stender,L) Medicaid coverage, family planning svc.
A2834 (Angelini,M) Primary care physician-income tax deduct
A2896 (Angelini,M) Incarcerated individuals-prob. benf
A2916 (Garcia,C; Spencer,L; Fiocchi,S; Caputo,R) Firearm-concerns theft
A3055 (Webber,J) Special ed. prog.-concerns provision
A3058 Aca (1R) (Spencer,L) Highlands Region-acquisition of lands
A3059 Acs (ACS) (Andrzejczak,B; Brown,C,J) Pub. contracts-req. use of US made goods
A3146 (Webber,J) Breach of security, online acct-disclose
A3163 (McGuirk,G) Sr., disab. prop. tax deduct.-incr.
A3208 (Rumana,S; Wimberly,B) Unemp comp law-revise exemp, mv operator
A3223 (Webber,J) Loc Govt Svc Div-incr prop tax, web page
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A3243 (Angelini,M)  Offender internet registry-pub. access
A3245 (Webber,J)  Unemp. insur benf-upload resume, website
A3250 (Angelini,M)  Medicaid income, cert.-excl. income tax
A3291 (Pinkin,N)  Cats or dogs purch.-estab. addl. req.
A3322 (Diegnan,P)  Deferred comp., cert emp-excl income tax
A3328 Aca (1R) (Coughlin,C)  Flood insur.-prop tax levy cap excl incr
A3340 Aca (1R) (McKeon,J)  Co. voc. sch enrollment incr-addl St aid
A3374 (Casagranda,C; Schepisi,H; Wimberly,B)  Corp. Bus. Tax rev. FY2016-dedicate
A3378 (Pinkin,N)  Access for All-address needs of disab.
A3392 (Jasey,M; Giblin,T)  Newark rental car tax-reduce deficit
A3419 (Rible,D)  Mun court position, cert-terminate early
A3421 Aca (1R) (Lampitt,P)  Self-Fd Multi Emp Welfare Reg Act-revise
ACR63 Aca (1R) (Pinkin,N)  Access for All-address needs of disab.
ACR100 (Chivukula,U; Tucker,C; Caputo,R; Wolfe,D; Stender,L; Handlin,A; Casagranda,C; Schepisi,H; Wimberly,B)  Corp. Bus. Tax rev. FY2016-dedicate
ACR159 Aca (1R) (Riley,C; DeAngelo,W)  Econ Justice, Equal Emp Opportunity
AR110 (Pinkin,N)  McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst Base-excl. cuts
AR118 (Fiocchi,S)  Sports wagering-express support
AR122 (DeAngelo,W)  Fisheries data collection prog.-review
AR137 (Quijano,A)  Unions, non-instr staff-resolve contract

Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A232 (Sumter,S)  Short sale buyers-estab. process
A1470 (Mainor,C)  Resid fac, cert-equip w/emerg generators
A1478 (Andrzejczak,B)  Natl. Guard memb.-corp. bus. tax cred.
A2995 (Pinkin,N)  Police off, cert-estab tuition cred prog
A3011 (Pinkin,R)  Offshore wind energy proj.-approve
A3140 (Webber,J)  Autism Awareness lic. plate-creates
A3155 (Webber,J)  Unemp. claims receipt-concerns access
A3258 (Webber,J)  Work First NJ benf.-drug testing
A3274 (Webber,J)  Decedent's safe-deposit box-access
A3308 (Fiocchi,S)  Class Two special officer-concern duties
A3358 (Pinkin,N)  Class I renewable energy cert.-estab.
A3371 (Stender,L)  Trans. Sustainability Procurement Prog.
A3421 Aca (1R) (Mukherji,R)  Self-Fd Multi Emp Welfare Reg Act-revise
ACR73 (DeAngelo,W)  Under God to Pledge of Allegiance-recog.
AR83 (Tucker,C)  Woodbridge Devel. Ctr.-support lawsuit

Second Prime Sponsors Withdrew:

A2795 (Greenwald,L)  Medicaid coverage, family planning svc.
A3059 Acs (ACS) (Rible,D)  Pub. contracts-req. use of US made goods

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A207 (Lagana,J)  Consumer fraud, tech viol-elim. atty fee
A221 (Mukherji,R)  Necessary care animal cruelty law-revise
A232 (Garcia,C)  Short sale buyers-estab. process
A239 (Andrzejczak,B)  Prof. fees-exemp. cert. types mil. svc.
A968 (Mukherji,R)  Pub. sch. teachers-loan redemption prog.
A1010 (Andrzejczak,B)  Enduring Freedom-tuition-free enrollment
A1667 (Andrzejczak,B)  Child remain in sch dist-parent deployed
A1927 (Wimberly,B)  Dirk's law-death by auto
A1995 (Wimberly,B)  Inmate telephone calls-lowest price req.
A2208 (Wimberly,B)  Juv’s right to representation-clarify
A2909 (Andrzejczak,B)  POW-MIA flag-purchase in US w/St. fds.
A2916 (Lagana,J)  Firearm-concerns theft
A3232 (DeAngelo,W)  Sex offenders-concerns
A3359 (Quijano,A)  Texting-display on inspection sticker
A3360 (Mukherji,R)  Food svc. advisory committee-pub sch req
Third Prime Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A3378 (Rible,D) Govt. Crowdfunding Act-estab.
A3390 (Webber,J) Land use documents-transmit via email
A3393 (Caputo,R) Newark rental car tax-reduce deficit
AJR21 (Wimberly,B) One Day, One Sch. Awareness Day-desig.
AJR41 (Wimberly,B) Crossing Guard Appreciation Day
AR111 (DeAngelo,W) Military atty. spouses-admit to NJ Bar

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A232 (Oliver,S) Short sale buyers-estab. process
A966 (Mukherji,R) Cybersecurity investment tax cred. prog.
A1052 (Wimberly,B) Nonpub. tech. initiative aid-reinstate
A1110 Acs (ACS) (Mosquera,G) Devel disab-moratorium on resid transfer
A2072 Aa (1R) (Quijano,A) External defibrillator-HS graduation req
A2108 Aca (1R) (Garcia,C) Drilling techniques, cert.-concerns
A2162 (Pinkin,N) Jury duty-exmp. nursing mothers
A2694 (Andrezczak,B) September 11 Remembrance Day-desig.
A2734 (Garcia,C) Corrections officers injured-comp. prog.
A2916 (Munoz,N) Firearm-concerns theft
A3149 (Webber,J) Autism prog-prov. vol income tax contrib
A3178 (Webber,J) Knockout game-third degree assault
A3200 (Webber,J) Bounty hunters, assault-upgrades penal.
A3293 (Webber,J) Beach tags-vet/mil use id to gain access
A3311 (Webber,J) Gov. budget message-incl fiscal analyses
A3378 (Johnson,G) Govt. Crowdfunding Act-estab.
A3393 (Tucker,C) Newark rental car tax-reduce deficit
AJR64 Aca (1R) (Spencer,L) Dominican Pride Day-declares August 16

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

A232 (Jasey,M) Short sale buyers-estab. process
A949 (Mukherji,R) Venture Investment, Emp. Prog. Act
A1029 (Wimberly,B) Sch bus driv train-special need students
A1110 Acs (ACS) (Moriarty,P) Devel disab-moratorium on resid transfer
A1855 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Caregiver's Assistance Act
A2072 Aa (1R) (Wimberly,B) External defibrillator-HS graduation req
A2388 (Brown,C.J.) Contractors-concerns registration
A2798 (Mazzeo,V) Mun. emp., cert.-concerns max salary
A3270 Aa (1R) (Quijano,A) Home elevation contractor-prov standards
A3401 (Lagana,J) Passenger trans. companies-reg.
ACR130 (Gusciora,R) Corp. Bus. Tax rev. FY2016-dedicate

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:

A1910 AcaAca (2R) (Rodriguez-Gregg,M) Bail-estab. non-monetary alternatives
A2293 Aa (1R) (Mazzeo,V) Hurricane Sandy recovery fds.-oversight
A2849 Aca (1R) (Moriarty,P) Mil. Dependents Scholarship Fd Act

Eighth Prime Sponsors Added:

A3026 (DeAngelo,W) Advanced Manufacturing Council-creates

Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S387 ScaAa (2R) (Stender,L) Sch. bd. memb. candidates-petitions
S762 Sca (1R) (Schaer,G) Flood insur.-prop tax levy cap excl incr
S942 ScaAa (SCS/1R) (Cryan,J) Home elevation contractor-prov standards
S1229 SaAcaAa (3R) (Prieto,V) Vacant prop. in foreclosure-maintain

Second Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S387 ScaAa (2R) (Benson,D) Sch. bd. memb. candidates-petitions
S762 Sca (1R) (Caride,M) Flood insur.-prop tax levy cap excl incr
S942 ScaAa (SCS/1R) (Eustace,T) Home elevation contractor-prov standards
S1229 SaAcaAa (3R) (Benson,D) Vacant prop. in foreclosure-maintain
Third Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S387 ScaAa (2R)   (Coughlin,C)    Sch. bd. memb. candidates-petitions
S762 Sca (1R)   (Lagina,J)    Flood insur.-prop tax levy cap excl incr
S942 ScaAa (SCS/1R)   (Lagina,J)    Home elevation contractor-prov standards
S1229 SaAcaAa (3R)   (Wimberly,B)    Vacant prop. in foreclosure-maintain

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S387 ScaAa (2R)   (Chivukula,U)    Sch. bd. memb. candidates-petitions
S762 Sca (1R)   (Eustace,T)    Flood insur.-prop tax levy cap excl incr
S942 ScaAa (SCS/1R)   (Sumter,S)    Home elevation contractor-prov standards
S1229 SaAcaAa (3R)   (Moriarty,P)    Vacant prop. in foreclosure-maintain

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S387 ScaAa (2R)   (Jimenez,A)    Sch. bd. memb. candidates-petitions
S942 ScsAa (SCS/1R)   (Quijano,A)    Home elevation contractor-prov standards
S1229 SaAcaAa (3R)   (Garcia,C)    Vacant prop. in foreclosure-maintain

Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S387 ScaAa (2R)   (Diegnan,P; Wimberly,B; Wisniewski,J; Kean,S; Jasey,M)    Sch. bd. memb. candidates-petitions
S762 Sca (1R)   (Coughlin,C)    Flood insur.-prop tax levy cap excl incr
S942 ScaAa (SCS/1R)   (Diegnan,P; Wisniewski,J)    Home elevation contractor-prov standards
S1229 SaAcaAa (3R)   (Caputo,R; Oliver,S; Mosquera,G; Gusciora,R; Wolfe,D; McGuckin,G; Gove,D; Rumpf,B; Jimenez,A; Jasey,M; Pinkin,N; Lampitt,P)    Vacant prop. in foreclosure-maintain

The Assembly Speaker has made the following appointments:

*Effective June 18, 2014

Statewide Public Safety Communications Commission:

Assemblyman Upendra J. Chivukula (17).

Note to the 06/9/2014 Digest:

Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

AJR71    Pintor Marin,E    Dominican Pride Day-2nd Saturday in July  AWR 2RA *NOT* REF ASL

Note to the 06/12/2014 Digest:

Bills Received from Senate/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

SCR62      Rice,R/Turner,S+5    Econ Justice, Equal Emp Opportunity  AWR 2RA *NOT* REF ALA

The Assembly has not adjourned. The Assembly will meet on Thursday, June 26, 2014 (SESSION).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

A156    Space,P/McHose,A+12    State’s farm to sch prog-post on website
A578    Mosquera,G/Moriarty,P+40    Mil. Appreciation Mo.-desig May, each yr
A961    Singleton,T/Prieto,V+17    St. debt affordability analysis-concerns
A1153    Ciattarelli,J/Schaer,G+3    Electronic funds transfer-clarifies
A1162    Ciattarelli,J/Schaer,G+2    Bad checks-incl electronic fds transfers
A1314 Sca (1R)   (Quijano,A/Vainieri Huttle,V)    Libraries-vol. income tax contrib.
A1423    Caride,M/Prieto,V+6    Notaries public-concerns
A2072 Aa (1R)    Fuentes,A/Diegnan,P+12    External defibrillator-HS graduation req
A2305    DeAngelo,W/Pinkin,N+2    Env. Infrastructure Finan. Prog-ranking
A2307    DeAngelo,W/Pinkin,N+2    Env. Infrastructure Finan. Prog-ranking
A2364 Sca (1R)    Wolfe,D/Lampitt,P+5    NJ Stars-concerns elig.
A2643    Space,P/Riley,C+14    Best in NJ "Farm to Sch." Awards Prog.
A2851 Aca (1R)    Coughlin,C/Pinkin,N+3    Candidates-elim. duplicate reports
A3266    McKeon,J/Sumter,S+5    Equip. Loan Prog.-estab.
S762 Sca (1R)    Sarlo,P/Beck,J+4    Flood insur.-prop tax levy cap excl incr
Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (6/19/2014):